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For Anne*, the bullying began in pre-school in saskatoon. by the age of six, she 
began purposely bruising herself and tearing away the skin surrounding her 
cuticles. the bullying continued – and worsened – when she reached grade 
seven and found herself in a new city: London, Ont. by 13, Anne began using 
razors to cut her body. All the while, she was staying up late, overwhelmed with 
anxiety and unable to sleep. she was binge eating. sometimes, she felt too 
depressed to leave the comfort of her bed. Multiple times, she attempted suicide 
by slicing deep cuts into her body. Anne felt alone, ugly, stupid and worthless. 

Now 18 and reflecting back on the experience, Anne figures she saw over 20 
mental health professionals in a five-year period. Many diagnosed her with anxiety 
and depression. she saw her first mental health worker, a psychologist, at 13. that 
same year, she began seeing a psychiatrist, who treated her eating disorder.

it’s estimated one in five canadian youth have at least one mental health 
challenge. Whether it’s anxiety, depression or an eating disorder, a striking 70 
per cent of mental health issues begin in either childhood or adolescence. Given 
these statistics, the provincial government’s Comprehensive Mental Health and 
Addictions Strategy is welcome news. targeting children and youth for the initial 
three years, the strategy – announced in June 2011 – sets out to identify mental 
illness earlier, offering youth faster access to supports. it’s a $257 million 
investment in future generations. coupled with anti-bullying legislation 
announced by the Liberal government in November, and an initiative 
announced by the federal government in January aimed at quickly compiling the 
best research on suicide prevention, there is renewed optimism for youth who 
may feel overlooked by the health system.

For Anne, bullying was the trigger that led to mental health issues. For others, 
a breakdown in the family unit, substance abuse, physical or sexual abuse, or 
stress can lead to mental illnesses. christine Garinger, a mental health nurse for 
more than 17 years, says it doesn’t matter what the root cause may be: what 
matters most is helping youth feel supported. 

Garinger met Anne in 2009 at mindyourmind, a mental health program in 
London that engages youth through the use of technology and face-to-face 
interactions. the London RN leads research and evaluation projects at this 

* A pseudonym has been used to protect privacy. 

turning a corner on children’s mental health.  
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community-based initiative. “Our job as nurses, or caregivers in any 
way, is to try to uncover hope,” she says. 

Garinger has worked with youth since the early 90s. she believes 
this age group reflects a time of opportunity; it should not be marred 
by challenge and heartbreak. 

she remembers hearing Anne express dismay at never receiv-
ing the support and help she needed during her elementary and 
high school years. Garinger wasn’t surprised that Anne felt alone. 
so many children and teens do, she says. Anne didn’t exhibit 
behavioural problems, and was getting good grades. it may have 
been difficult for counsellors and teachers to see her need and 
perceive it as a cry for help, Garinger says. 

had a nurse been present at her school, Anne thinks her story 
might be different. simply put, an RN may have made the hard 
times easier, she says. 

While Garinger wasn’t involved in Anne’s direct care, the two 
worked on a Kids help Phone project together. they bonded, and 
Anne says she opened up to Garinger because the nurse was 
“always willing to listen.” that made all the difference, she says. 

“i thought this was how life was: if you have a mental health 
disorder, you’re going to have to be quiet about it…and you’re 
going to have to deal with people who are going to treat you badly, 

and they have the right to treat you like that,” Anne says. “After 
meeting (Garinger)…i’ve learned that i have a voice, too.”

times may have been tough for this teenager, but the govern-
ment’s proposed mental health strategy, coupled with its anti-bully-
ing legislation, may make a difference for future generations. With 
the new funding announced last June, the government has plans to 
place mental health workers and nurses with mental health expertise 
in schools. these individuals will not only help people like Anne, 
they will also provide educators, social workers and other profession-
als with tools and training to identify mental health issues early on. 

“One of the things we heard a lot about was the disconnect 
between what was happening in schools and what was happening in 
community mental health services,” Ontario health Minister deb 
Matthews says about consultations that took place prior to the release 
of the strategy. “We really want to try to bring them together because 
it’s very often in schools where the first signs of mental illness are 
noticed…having those mental health (experts) in our schools will 
allow us to provide better care for kids.” 

Nurses used to have a consistent presence in the school setting, 
but throughout the 90s, hundreds of public health nurse positions 
were eliminated, says RN yvette Laforêt-Fliesser, retired public health 
manager and longtime advocate for school-based public health 

nursing and healthy schools. the provincial 
funding formula changed in the mid-90s, 
which meant nurses began vanishing from 
the school setting. 

Recently, there’s been a shift back, and a 
growing number of public health nurses 
have made their way back into schools. 
According to a 2005 survey of senior nurses 
in public health – conducted by former 
RNAO President Adeline Falk-Rafael and 
RNs diane bewick and Joyce Fox – 71 per 
cent of public health nurses employed 
through Ontario health units visited schools 
at least monthly, compared to only 42 per 
cent in 1999. Laforêt-Fliesser attributes the 
rise to advocacy over the last 15 years by 
RNAO, the Ontario Public health Associa-
tion, the Ontario healthy schools coalition 
and the canadian Nurses Association. 
“From 1998 to 2004, there was a lot of 
advocacy going on to get public health and P
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Christine Garinger 
has worked with 
youth for almost 
two decades.
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public health nurses back in schools,” she says. “i think what we 
saw were public health nurses reclaiming their role.” 

RN carol Macdougall, public health manager of school and 
sexual health programs with the Perth district health Unit in 
stratford, is co-chair of the Ontario healthy schools coalition, a 
group that raises awareness and advocates for every student in 
Ontario to be educated in a healthy school. she says: “society 
needs to value children and youth and realize that by investing 
resources during the childhood and adolescent years, you are 
building a healthy foundation so you will have fewer profound 
problems amongst the adult population.” 

For 13 years beginning in 1987, Macdougall worked as a public 
health nurse. she met many troubled young people in schools, 
including: the boy who was experiencing symptoms of depression 
when his elder sister married and moved out of the family home; 
young girls with eating disorders; students who were cutting 
themselves. Looking back, she says 
she’s noticed many mental health issues 
in youth relate to a breakdown in family 
support because parents are working 
longer hours, are less available at home, 
or are experiencing financial or marital 
troubles. All of these factors can 
contribute to a student’s mental health. 

in Perth county, nurses have 
maintained a foothold in schools. A 
partnership between the Perth district 
health Unit, the Avon Maitland district 
school board and the huron-Perth 
catholic district school board has 
enabled the creation of six full-time 
public health nursing positions. in 
2008-2009, these nurses provided 
counselling, assessments and referrals 
to over 1,000 students who struggled 
with relationship concerns with  
peers, challenges with stress and 
coping, emotional well-being, and 
family dynamics. 

For Macdougall, the benefit of 
having school nurses is twofold: they 
equip students with life skills and they 
teach youth how to problem solve. in 

Perth, nurses have established a variety of support groups that 
focus on anger management, self-esteem and bullying. Macdou-
gall says these groups create positive bonds among youth, and act 
as pathways for kids to access help. 

“A big part of the groups is helping young people know that 
they don’t have to suffer alone,” she says. “i really believe that 
nurses are the optimal professionals to be in the schools so that 
kids can talk about…physical, social, emotional, mental and 
spiritual (health-related concerns). Whatever it is, a young person 
can have a first point of access to the health-care system through a 
school nurse.” 

thanks to the government’s mental health strategy, more 
schools may soon follow in Perth county’s footsteps. 

A number of nurses are expected to be hired through the 
strategy. Many schools are eager to receive word on the new hires, 
especially those catering to Aboriginal youth. the government 

acknowledged this population needs 
focused attention, and has set aside 
funding to provide culturally appropri-
ate services to 4,000 more Aboriginal 
kids. in its strategy, the government 
said it will also hire new, Aboriginal 
mental health workers. 

At dennis Franklin cromarty high 
school (dFchs), a private high 
school in thunder bay, students travel 
from their remote Ojibway and cree 
northern First Nations communities 
north of sioux Lookout to receive 
education that is not available on their 
reserves. there are roughly 150 
students at the school. since opening 
in 2000, seven students, plus one 
recent graduate, have died: six 
drowned, one was allegedly murdered 
and the other died from aspiration 
after drinking alcohol.  

“it’s devastating for the whole 
school community,” says nurse 
practitioner Mae Katt. “the commun-
ities up north are very tight-knit, so  
if we lose a young person, (the impact 
is felt) across the north.” 

more abouT THe  
GOVERNMENT’S 
STRATEGY 
adding nurses with mental health knowledge 

and mental health workers to schools is only 

one component of the provincial government’s 

Comprehensive Mental Health and Addictions 

Strategy. Here are some of the other details:

�  MORE SERVICES related to short-term 

therapy and crisis intervention in community 

agencies. This is expected to assist 13,000 

youth and shorten wait lists.

�  MORE YOuTH CONSuLTATIONS with child 

psychiatrists. The government will broaden 

video counselling services in rural, remote 

and underserviced areas. 

�  MORE MENTAL HEALTH COuRT wORkERS 

who can refer as many as 2,300 youth to 

community-based services. 

�  MORE MENTAL HEALTH wORkERS on 

college and university campuses. This is 

expected to help ease students through a 

transitional and challenging time.

THe STIGma oF  
MENTAL ILLNESS
laurie Horricks, a clinical nurse specialist with the 

child and youth mental health unit at mcmaster 

Children’s Hospital, has been working with at-risk 

youth for 13 years. She has seen how stigma 

deters them from seeking treatment, and believes 

nurses can help. 

�  bE AwARE AND ASk quESTIONS: nurses 

know there is a lot of blame, shame and guilt 

associated with seeking treatment for mental 

illness. Develop a therapeutic rapport with 

young clients by creating a safe space for them 

to disclose thoughts, feelings and discuss 

problems. remember to pose questions in a 

non-judgmental, non-threatening, non-biased 

way. one example: Sometimes, people think 

about hurting themselves. Have you ever had 

thoughts of hurting yourself? 

�  ACT ON THE ANSwERS: youth deserve access 

to professionals who can ask the right ques-

tions, identify problems, diagnose and, together 

with the patient, develop treatment plans. 

�  SuPPORT THE ANTI-STIGMA MOVEMENT: 

believe and validate that the presence of 

stigma is a huge problem, and that everyone 

needs to take part in eliminating it. nurses 

are well positioned to prevent the negative 

effects of stigma through advocacy.

 �  DON’T STEREOTYPE: Stereotypical beliefs 

often depict people with mental health issues 

as unpredictable, unsafe and scary. These 

stereotypes cross all types of mental health 

disorders, and may prevent people from  

seeking help. be aware of societal behaviours 

that perpetuate stigma. one example is the 

everyday language we use: the term ‘crazy’  

is offensive and hurtful to many. 
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Katt works with RN colleen Mccreery and an addictions 
counsellor at the school to ensure students receive primary care. 
she left her Aboriginal community of bear island to attend school 
in North bay when she was a teenager. she can identify with  
what dFchs students are enduring. they experience the same 
things Katt did while growing up, including loneliness and being 
separated from family. 

this personal experience, combined with professional care, 
helps Katt to build a rapport with her young clients. she knows 
her presence in the school is important, but she also provides  
care that stretches past regular work hours and beyond school 
halls. When a student dies, for example, she and other staff offer 
extended hours to support those coping with the tragedy. she  
also visits people who are most affected by the death, and reaches 
out to friends who were close to the deceased. in addition to 
linking students to other services, Katt will touch base with their 
boarding home guardians to let them know if a particular child is 

struggling. After a peer has died, she sometimes connects kids 
with family at home, which could prevent them from drinking 
alcohol, she says.

if a student has attempted suicide, Katt talks with them about 
making decisions, solving problems and seeking help. she 
focuses on harm reduction, educational discussions about risk 
behaviour and emotional care. she and her team will review 
students’ health history forms to determine if someone has 
struggled in the past, and will talk with them about recent losses, 
breakups or challenges that may leave them vulnerable. Katt also 
tells students her door is always open. Making access to help a 
little less formal helps to break down barriers, she says. she 
provides students with her phone number, and has received 
messages from concerned family or peers, asking her to make 
contact with a student who needs help.

As a nurse, Katt often finds herself taking on the  
roles of counsellor and of grandmother to provide care for a 
population that requires extra attention. “every day, (we) try to 
keep these kids alive,” she says, adding that she sees students  
as bright lights, and wants to support them in any way she can. 
Nurses can help youth to succeed, she says, and can remind  
them – as Garinger did for Anne – that they deserve the same 
happiness as anyone else. 

Anne says her wish is to see future generations access the nursing 
care she never had. she wants youth to feel encouraged by the open 
and caring environment an RN provides. 

“One in four now are being affected with mental health disorders. 
think about if there are 1,000 students – that’s going to be a huge 
number,” she says. “i want students to…know that it’s OK to talk 
about it, that they’re not going to be judged, that they’ll benefit from 
talking about it, and that they won’t need to hide it anymore.” RN

melissa di cosTanzo is sTaff wriTer for rnao. 
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Mae katt works with 
Aboriginal youth in 
Thunder bay.

beST PraCTICeS For 
HELPING CHILDREN 
AND YOuTH 
nurses can access a number of rnao  

best practice guidelines (bPG) that will assist 

those working with youth and children in a 

variety of practice settings. many bPG  

recommendations relate directly to mental 

health issues.

Visit www.RNAO.org to find out more about  

the following guidelines:

� enhancing Healthy adolescent Development  

� Crisis Intervention  

�  Supporting and Strengthening 

Families Through expected and  

unexpected life events 

� Suicidal Ideation and behaviour  

� establishing Therapeutic relationships

� Client Centered Care  

� Primary Prevention of Childhood obesity
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